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ABSTRACT
This article examines responses of the institutional Church of England to the
issue of memorials to the Second World War. It explores the debates concerning the relationship between beauty, utility and the notion of “Christian civilisation”, particularly with regard to the reconstruction of bombed churches. It
argues that debates among interested clergy and others within the wider cultural “establishment” over the future form of memorials was more lively than
has often been supposed hitherto.
Keywords: England; Church of England; religious art; religious architecture; war
memorials; London, City of; Bell, George (Bishop of Chichester)

THE YEARS FOLLOWING the end of the First World War saw an effusion of
memorials to that war, to the extent that scarcely a village, school or regiment
was without a monumental commemoration of its fallen. The last two decades
have seen a blooming in scholarship on memorialisation, focused particularly
on, although not confined to, the Great War.1 The impression that might be
gained from a journey through much of rural England is that the stone cross,
placed by the village green, was the predominant form of memorial chosen by
English communities after 1918. Despite the preponderance of such monuments
amongst those memorials that were actually built, some of this recent scholarship has suggested that this has obscured the debates that took place over the
appropriate form that memorials should take. For rural Sussex, Keith Grieves
has described vigorous contests between the newly-empowered men returning
from the front and the more established local elites of parson and aristocracy
over the very purpose of memorialisation.2 Also disputed was the claim of the
parish church as the iconic centre of the village, and its pre-eminence over both
the dissenting churches and more neutral communal spaces as the natural place
for a memorial.3 As well as questions about whose purposes memorials were to
serve, and where they should be placed, questions of the relationship between
form and function were also raised. Several schemes were considered for
Cambridge, which between them epitomised the three poles between which discussion oscillated. Should a civic memorial be within the precincts of the
church (as the proposal for Ely cathedral envisioned)? Jay Winter has suggested
that amongst the European nations the British were most disposed towards
“useful” memorial projects, and the proposal for new nurses’ accommodation at
Addenbrooke’s Hospital was typical of such a scheme, designed for the use of
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those left behind.4 Thirdly, should memorials, as in the case of the statue of a
returning soldier near Cambridge railway station, be intentionally “useless”
interruptions into everyday spaces; monuments with the purpose of arresting
the passing gaze and prompting recollection?5 Advocates could be found for all
three types of memorial, and of schemes which combined elements of each.6
If advocates of monumental memorials had by and large won out after 1918,
recent scholarship has suggested that, in contrast, the years after the second
global conflict of the century were characterised by a much greater indifference,
and indeed hostility, among the survivors of that conflict towards the building of
further monuments in stone. Nick Hewitt has suggested that this “sceptical generation” desired “practical” or “useful” memorials, such as playing fields, community halls or educational scholarships.7 For Hewitt and others, the “artistic
establishment”, the “ancient gentlemen” who staffed bodies such as the
Imperial War Graves Commission and who generally favoured new monuments,
were by 1944 out of touch with a utilitarian public.8 Attitudes to the conflict of
1939 – 45 were, it has been suggested, much more ambivalent than in the years
after 1918. Several reasons for this shift in opinion have been suggested, including
cynicism about the causation of the war, differing patterns of conscription, the
much greater impact on civilians (despite lower casualty figures overall) and
the impact of Auschwitz and the atom bomb.9 Whatever the underlying causes,
the task of systematically assessing popular attitudes to memorials after 1945 is
one that has hardly begun, and one for which the source material is relatively
scarce. The present article is confined to a consideration of the “establishment”
to which Hewitt refers.
The years towards the end of and immediately after the war saw a great deal
of discussion amongst government, artistic bodies, individual artists and craftsmen and the church regarding the proper mode(s) of commemorating the conflict. The Royal Society of Arts (RSA) held a conference and an inquiry to
consider the question in April 1944.10 The report that issued from that investigation was published by the War Memorials Advisory Council, a body set up
by the RSA and presided over by the Admiral of the Fleet, Lord Chatfield.11
On the publication of the Council’s report, Chatfield was involved in the
moving of motions in the House of Lords on the adoption of its findings as
national recommendations.12 An examination of the conference of April 1944
gives an indication of the range of interests involved in the question of memorials. The church was represented by the Dean of Westminster, and specifically
non-utilitarian thinking on the question was provided by the delegate from the
Ecclesiological Society. Amongst those with particular suggestions for “useful”
schemes were the National Playing Fields Association, the Society for the
Promotion of Nature Reserves, and the Oswald Stoll Foundation, advocating
homes for injured veterans.13
The present author has suggested at length elsewhere that there was a great
degree of interpenetration and cross-fertilisation between the worlds of art
administration, artistic practice and the Church of England as a commissioning
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body.14 The present article will seek to demonstrate that, in debates over the
appropriate form for memorials, the Church and other parts of the “establishment” were in close contact at every turn. The Bishop of Chichester, George
Bell, was widely reputed to be the figure within the Church of England with the
greatest interest in the rebuilding of what he considered an historic but latterly
broken link between the arts and the church. Along with Cosmo Gordon Lang,
former Archbishop of Canterbury, Bell intervened in the debate on memorials
in the House of Lords in February 1945, and Lord Chatfield was later to
attempt to enlist the support of Lang’s successor, Geoffrey Fisher, for a debate
in the House in 1947.15 This was, however, no merely reactive commentary. As
early as November 1939, Bell had been in correspondence with F. C. Eeles, of
the Central Council for the Care of Churches, in relation to the issue of memorials that would surely arise.16 By 1944, however, consciousness was growing of a
need to formulate firm policy on what one correspondent referred to as the
“war-memorial problem”, with the Bishop of Leicester (G. V. Smith) suggesting
to Fisher that the issue be discussed formally amongst the Bishops.17
It was in the autumn of 1944 that Bell convened a conference at Chichester
to discuss the reforging of the link between artists and the church in general,
and memorials in particular, and the composition of the list of delegates illustrates the range and depth of Bell’s contacts.18 Taking part in the specific discussion on memorials was the artist Charles Tennyson, who had also attended the
RSA conference earlier in the year, as had another participant, Charles
Wheeler, an artist with substantial work to his name on memorials after the
First World War.19 Bell was also in regular correspondence with Sir Herbert
Baker, a former architect of the Imperial War Graves Commission, and with
whom Wheeler had worked at Winchester College and on the Indian National
Memorial at Neuve-Chapelle.20
Further evidence of the place of memorials in Bell’s thinking, and of the
range of his connections, is the manifesto of the Sussex Churches Arts Council,
a body set up by Bell in 1942 and which bore many of his hallmarks.21
Amongst the members of the founding committee were Charles Wheeler and
the architect Edward Maufe, a resident of Sussex and, from January 1944, principal architect of the Imperial War Graves Commission for the United
Kingdom.22 The aim of the Council was to secure the best of all types of visual
art for the churches of Sussex, including “finely written memorials”. As the
chairman, Bertram Nicholls, put it:

125

We are convinced that the creation of new works of art by living artists in the service of
the Church is of the highest importance; and that a renewal of the association between
the Church and the Arts can again be made a potent influence; perhaps the most potent
of all influences in re-establishing those moral values without which a stable world can
never be created after the war.23
130

One common note in almost all of the discussion among, and produced by, this
“establishment” was one of caution against an excessive emphasis on the
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“practical” or “utilitarian”. This focus on the utility of memorials was evident in
the debate in the House of Lords on the subject. Lord Winster made reference
to the truism that the best possible memorial to the fallen would be “to ensure
good treatment of the men who come back and good treatment of their dependants”.24 Hospitals and homes, particularly for those who returned from the
war permanently disabled, were thus seen to be a perfect embodiment of that
sentiment, and even better would be community centres and village halls,
especially when providing space for youth activities. Twice in the century the
youth of the nation “have had to go into war for which they must have felt that
they had very little responsibility”. It would be surely a great satisfaction to
those youth who had fallen if the nation did something for the next
generation.25
Some commentators, whilst acknowledging the groundswell of opinion in
favour of “usefulness”, attempted to assert a higher purpose. Lord Chatfield
suggested that a monumental memorial might not be useful “for mere practical
purpose, but it has an important value for the mind and character”. Chatfield
suggested that, whilst a village hall might well be a thing of beauty if well
designed and made, it would be unlikely that “any project becomes a fitting war
memorial merely by attaching the label ‘war memorial’ to it”. A memorial that
was not recognisable as such without an explanatory plaque would have failed
in its primary purpose. In a “mainly materialistic age”, a national memorial
scheme might be an opportunity to demonstrate “our possession of nobler qualities”, since “things spiritual are essentials in life; are they not what our national
character needs to-day, even more, perhaps, than material things?”26
Arnold Whittick, in by far the most thorough treatment of the whole subject
of memorials of the period, also took issue with the type of memorial that was
unidentifiable as such within a few short years. Doubt might well be cast on the
sincerity of those planning memorials if they were to be treated as an opportunity for “riding their own hobby-horses”. Thus lists of suggestions from the
British Hospitals Association, or schemes from the Council for the
Encouragement of Music and Art for the building of art centres were as much
the products of particular interests as the local town council in need of a new
school or club building.27 Particularly unsuitable was the use of such funds to
provide facilities that were more properly the duty of the state. Lord Denham
had made mention of a proposal to do away with a lengthy waiting list by
extending and improving an existing local hospital.28 Viscount Esher suggested
a new Charing Cross bridge, already a pressing need for several years, perhaps
with the names of the fallen recorded on the supporting towers.29
In contrast, Lord Lang of Lambeth argued that the “prevailing utilitarian
spirit of the age” was giving rise to a misconception of the purpose of a memorial, and that “we have to consider not what we would most wish for the living
but what we owe to the dead”. Whilst acknowledging the need for halls and
community centres, these were things that “we ought plainly to do for ourselves;
they are what we ought plainly to expect the community to do on its own
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initiative and for its own honour”. The guiding principle ought rather to be
“the association of the war memorial visibly and permanently with those whom
we desire to commemorate”.30 For Whittick, the whole range of parks, hospitals
and community centres were indeed essential, but should be provided as a
matter of course by the state as part of “normal social service; but they are not
memorials and calling them memorials will not make them so”.31
This mixture of the pragmatic and the cautiously religious was characteristic
of much of the argumentation from non-clergy. Whittick, considering schemes
for a national memorial, was able to liken a memorial to the altar in a church:
[I]t is the centre of devotion and homage, and as seats are provided for the worshippers
in a church, so should they be furnished for those who wish to meditate at a sacred
national shrine.32
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Whittick was unprepared, however, to enlarge any further on what he described
as the broader “spiritual purpose” of a memorial, part of the “poetry of life”
which, whilst being of no use in the practical sense, “is perhaps the finest
expression of our national life and character”.33
If it was the case that both lay and clerical members of the “establishment”
drew on similar views on utility, and made similar diagnoses of the roots of the
common overemphasis on it, it was left to the clergy to attempt to lay out a
more explicit rationale for the provision of memorials of beauty. In so doing,
they articulated sentiments that were often latent in the analyses of commentators such as Whittick. The Dean of St Paul’s, W. R. Matthews, writing on the
rebuilding of London in general and of ruined churches in particular, appropriated the language of commerce:
Beauty and dignity cannot be given a cash value, but they are necessary elements in the
good life and they bring in dividends which are not the less important because they are
intangible and spiritual.

If it was the case that cities made by men reflected the state of their spiritual
life, then only “mean and ugly” cities could result from the work of those whose
thinking was mean. A unique opportunity had arisen to make the new London
“worthy of the spirit of those who fought the Battle of Britain and the Battle of
London”.34 George Bell, as Chairman of his conference, concluded that, whilst
the promotion of the welfare of man was important, “it was wrong to be
content with a religion of humanity. The importance of beauty as beauty, and
the need of loyalty to a noble expression of spiritual qualities must be emphasised.”35 As Bell told the Lords, this was an opportunity to spread the love of
beautiful things “by way of victory over the war”. The subject matter should not
only include the armed forces, but also “scenes and monuments of peace”, to
include celebrations of law, education, poetry or religion: “the very possessions
and treasures which victory will have saved for our children and for
posterity”.36
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Bell’s rhetoric was, however, no simple repetition of the belligerent religious
patriotism characteristic of the First World War, as his more unbuttoned rhetoric
given to Christian audiences demonstrated. His guidance to his diocese on the
planning of memorials (a document subsequently circulated to all the bishops at
the agency of Archbishop Fisher) struck a relatively conventional note: “the note
of thanksgiving to Almighty God for deliverance from the gravest danger which
our country has ever known, and for victory.”37 A later sermon, at the unveiling
of a new memorial in a Sussex church in May 1948, developed his theme
rather further. Far from a simple struggle against a tyrannous Germany, the war
had been
a battle not of nations but of faiths, between Truth and Falsehood, Freedom and
Tyranny. Had all the believers in Truth and Freedom, on both sides of the international
conflict, stood firm by one another between the two wars, Europe and the world would
be very different places today.
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The task now was the building of a genuine peace, but one still far from complete, for “[u]nless national life and international relations, unless economic
systems and social order, are based on truth and justice, ruin and misery are
bound to result”.38 For Bell, the creation of beautiful memorials, and what that
implied about the nature of art, was an integral part of the struggle to recreate
a European Christian civilisation that had been so disastrously lost.
What did this stress on the necessity of beautiful memorials imply about the
style in which they should be executed? There emerged a clear consensus,
amongst both clerical and lay voices, on conscientiousness of execution, driven
at least in part by a widespread sense of the inadequacy of many of the memorials of the previous war. In his guidance to the diocese of Canterbury, Geoffrey
Fisher noted “only too many examples up and down the country of memorials
which while serving no social purpose, fail to serve a spiritual purpose by their
mediocrity”.39 Viscount Samuel noted many “lamentable” memorials, particularly from the Boer War, “usually the figure of a private soldier in a very bellicose attitude, apparently carved by the local monumental mason”.40 Both the
War Memorials Advisory Council and the various diocesan guidelines urged
the seeking of professional advice to avoid a repetition. Even on the question of
lettering, the work of Eric Gill and others had convinced Lord Lang that it was
“useless to trust a thing so important to local tradesmen”.41
Did this concern for quality of craftsmanship imply an emphasis on contemporary, modernist style? Jay Winter has suggested that in the period after 1918
traditionalism in style was to a degree psychologically necessary to the success of
memorials.42 In contrast, after 1945, most commentators were able at the least
to stress a necessary, if general, connection between contemporary style and the
success of a work. Arnold Whittick stressed that “a memorial, like any work of
art, is dependent on the spirit of its age; if it is to have life it must be the creation of its age and must not be borrowed from the past.”43 However, most of
the earlier battlefield memorials cited by Whittick as exemplars, such as the
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Menin Gate or Sir Edwin Lutyens’ Somme memorial at Thiepval, drew heavily
on classical styles.44 The executed instances of memorial art by artists who
would be considered as modern were in fact relatively few. In 1947 George Bell
was involved in attempting to introduce the German Jewish refugee sculptor
Benno Elkan, hard at work on a memorial sculpture to the effect of war on civilians, both to St Paul’s and to the War Memorials Advisory Council, but to no
avail.45 It was to be over a decade until Jacob Epstein was to be commissioned
to place a memorial figure in the courtyard of Congress House, the London
headquarters of the Trades Union Congress.46
One example of a memorial by a modern artist which was used in a church
context was the “Madonna and Child” by Henry Moore for the church of
Claydon in Suffolk.47 Commissioned by the historian and sometime chairman
of the trustees of the Tate Gallery, Sir Jasper Ridley, in memory of his son and
three others from Claydon, it was unveiled in December 1949. Based on one of
a set of maquettes made by Moore for an earlier commission for the church of
St Matthew, Northampton, its story is connected with the other most prominent
name in Anglican patronage of the arts of this period, alongside George Bell:
Walter Hussey, Vicar of St Matthew’s and later Dean of Chichester. Ridley had
been present at the meeting when Hussey, as patron, had settled on the final
design for the Northampton sculpture,48 and it was Hussey who was asked by
Ridley to preach at the unveiling of the Claydon figure. Perhaps, Hussey
suggested, it might have been thought that a sculpture in a traditional style
would have been most fitting for the occasion, but Moore had “aimed at expressing in stone something of what Christ means to us today”. A conventional
statue may have been fit for a short time, but the Moore was a

290

much more worthy memorial of your beloved fallen, something which will mean more to
you every time you look at it, something which even the simplest among us will grow to
understand more and to love better as the months and years go by.49
295

300

Only a living, vital piece of genuinely contemporary art could engage the
imaginations of contemporary people.
The imaginative possibilities of the siting of memorials within or near
churches, and indeed of churches themselves as memorials, gave rise to a
number of suggested schemes. Herbert Baker advocated the siting of memorials
with a regard to a sense of place, since
war or other memorials lose much of their spiritual value and appeal if they are not
placed in sites already hallowed by past associations or where those associations can
grow in the course of the years.50

305

He saw in 1944 an opportunity to revive a memorial plan of his for
Westminster Abbey, which had been unfulfilled after 1918. It should surely be a
scandal if
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the central shrine of the English-feeling world possessed no memorials to our leaders
who helped us to win the immortal glory which we are now confident will be the
outcome of the war.51

In 1942 a committee of the Royal Academy had formulated one of several
schemes for a redevelopment of the ruined areas around St Paul’s cathedral.52
This plan was subsequently proposed by W. H. Ansell, a past president of the
Royal Institute of British Architects, as a national memorial. A sequence of
tiered gardens stretching south to the river was suggested, along with pavilions
with artistic depictions of “a story of a great national deliverance”, and an
open-air altar would provide the focus for outdoor memorial services.53 Bell,
asked by the Dean of St Paul’s for suggestions for a memorial to the civilian
victims of the Blitz, imagined a paved area with inlaid names, leading the
pilgrim into the cathedral and towards a memorial sculpture, placed in the
bombed north transept.54
Despite this interest, in discussions about civic memorials (as distinct from
those for individual congregations), clergy were often ambivalent about the
degree to which they should be seen to be “interfering”, in contrast to the assertiveness evident after 1918. It was only on the strength of Herbert Baker’s views
that Bell felt able to suggest to the Lords that those responsible for larger memorials might be guided towards siting them in the environs of the cathedrals.55
At the same time Bell, whilst making much the same point in his diocesan
gazette, felt the need to stress that, whilst the church should involve itself in
local discussion, “in no circumstances should it attempt to assert a claim for
control”.56
Perhaps surprising in their rarity were bombed churches that were rebuilt
whilst incorporating the ruins as memorial spaces.57 Perhaps the most famous
single example is Coventry cathedral, of which the Manchester Guardian
declared that “there is not in Christendom a war memorial to match this”.58 A
related idea, which instead appeared to have found its moment in 1944, was the
institution of the ruins of bombed churches as memorials, without rebuilding;
particularly in the City of London, but also elsewhere. These were memorials
that would be at once beautiful, provocative of thought and of practical use to
City workers. The idea was floated in the Architectural Review in January 1944,
and a letter appeared in the Times in August of the same year, signed by establishment figures including Kenneth Clark, Lord Keynes and David Cecil, as
well as T. S. Eliot and the architect H. S. Goodhart-Rendel. For those churches
that had been very severely damaged, the proposal was made that, instead of
their being either restored in an inappropriate pastiche of their former style or
being replaced by an entirely new building, they should be left as they stood. In
a relatively short time, the proposers predicted, the City would be rebuilt and
no trace of the prime battlefield of the Home Front would remain. At such a
time “the story of the blitz may begin to seem unreal not only to visiting tourists
but to a new generation of Londoners”. Whilst serving as sites of relaxation and
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meditation in the heart of the city, such churches would also fulfil the prime
function of a memorial: “to remind posterity of the reality of the sacrifices upon
which its apparent security has been built”.59
The idea also made it beyond the opinion columns. Provision for such a
scheme was made in the 1943 plan for the rebuilding of Plymouth, and in 1945
the architect Hugh Casson published a pamphlet with sketch plans for several
of the City churches.60 The Plymouth scheme involved leaving the ruined
Charles Church, with its walls “proudly upreared, defying both enemy and
elements” to become a “centre of historic interest and pilgrimage, an
undoubted addition to the city’s treasure of memories”.61
Not all the establishment agreed with the idea. Sir Herbert Baker argued that
whilst a war memorial should lift the mind “to the hills of loving remembrance”, a ruin could only “lower them to the inferno where hate and revenge
dwell”.62 It was also the case that, despite Archbishop Lang’s advocacy in the
House of Lord’s, there was comparatively little clerical support for the idea.
Geoffrey Fisher, as Bishop of London, had begun the process of planning what
to do with the ruined City churches as early as 1941, but this particular idea
gained little traction.63 Despite the presence of a canon of St Paul’s,
F. A. Cockin, as a signatory to the letter to the Times, George Bell, as the bishop
delegated to take the matter of memorials forward, does not seem to have
engaged with the idea. Among those who joined the correspondence in the
Times were two of the City clergy, supporting Baker’s protest.64
The lukewarm reception of the idea amongst clergy is probably reflected in
the small number of examples of such schemes actually executed. Many
churches were temporarily used as open-air spaces for worship, but either
rebuilt or cleared in the fullness of time. Plymouth St Andrew, after several
years as a “Garden Church”, was eventually restored, beginning in 1949, and
reconsecrated in 1957.65 Of the City churches mentioned by Hugh Casson,
only three appear to have been laid out with garden schemes, and one of those
(Christ Church, Newgate Street) not until 1989.66 The ruins of All Hallows by
the Tower, which were used as the frontispiece to Casson’s work, were in fact
rebuilt entirely between 1949 and 1957.67
It may reasonably be asserted that by the mid-1950s the dominant mode of
commemoration in Britain was through “useful” memorials. The foundation in
1946 of the National Land Fund as a national memorial “better than any work
of art in stone or in bronze” has been regarded as emblematic of this general
trend.68 However, the history of the processes by which public and expert
opinion was translated into physical form remains as yet mostly unwritten.
Much work has been done on the processes by which memorials came into
being after 1918, and the complex negotiations that took place between local
elites, the public and their artists.69 The task of investigating this has yet to
begin in earnest for the period after 1945.
The choice of 1947 as the later limit on the scope of this article is thus a very
deliberate one. It represents the stage at which discussions about memorials in
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principle had begun to die down, and the messy business of commissioning,
designing, raising funds for, and executing those memorials was beginning. In
Bell’s own diocese of Chichester, it was from 1947 onwards that the applications
for faculty permission for new memorials or alterations to existing ones began
to be submitted.70 At Coventry cathedral, the same year saw the appointment
of the commission headed by Lord Harlech to consider the rebuilding of the
cathedral, and the decision on Basil Spence’s design was not finally taken until
1951.71
The present article has confined itself to a consideration of the moment
during the last years of the war and immediately after, during which the interlocking ecclesiastical, artistic and governmental establishments began to envision
the general shape of memorialisation. It has attempted to show that there had
been a much more lively debate on memorials than the eventual inventory
might imply. It also suggests that, at least amongst this “establishment”, the
experience of the war was by no means a straightforwardly secularising influence. Clergy, artists and architects, and the committees and bodies that facilitated their interaction, were keenly interested in the relationship between
beauty, utility and Christian civilisation, and their interaction reveals much
about the broader relationship between the Church of England and the wider
“establishment” in this period.
PETER WEBSTER
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